Abstract. In the present study, a total of 82 patients (42 men and 40 women; age range, 24-84 years), including 34 patients with lipid-poor renal angiomyolipoma (AML) and 49 with clear cell renal cell carcinoma (RCC), who had undergone multiphase contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) (i.e., CT with unenhanced, corticomedullary, nephrographic and 5-min delay phase scanning) were evaluated. The peak enhancement attenuation value, net enhancement attenuation value, enhancement ratio, washout value and washout ratio were calculated to compare the enhancement characteristics between the two diseases. The results revealed that the lipid-poor AMLs had a significantly higher mean attenuation value compared with that of CCRCCs on unenhanced CT scans (37.8 vs. 30.9 HU; Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.003). In addition, significant differences were found between lipid-poor AMLs and CCRCCs with regard to wash-in (Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.001) and enhancement ratios (Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.010) on contrast-enhanced CT scans. A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis revealed an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.722 using wash-in for differentiation between CCRCCs and lipid-poor AMLs. Lipid-poor AMLs exhibited a reduced washout of contrast enhancement (35.8±32.7 HU washout value; 29.4±0.187% washout ratio) compared with that of CCRCCs (48.3±28.4 HU washout value; 35.7±0.148% washout ratio; Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.037 and P=0.204, respectively). The ROC analysis result yielded an AUC of 0.639 for the use of washout to differentiate CCRCCs from lipid-poor AMLs. In summary, a larger wash-in and washout of contrast enhancement is a predictor that a lesion is CCRCC.
Introduction
Renal angiomyolipoma (AML) is the most common type of benign solid renal tumor and may be diagnosed by computed tomography (CT) imaging, relying on the detection of macroscopic fat with negative attenuation measurements (1) . However, CT examination is unable to detect intratumoral fat content in ~4.5% of AMLs, including minimal fat and lipid-poor AMLs (1). On unenhanced CT images, the appearance of lipid-poor AML has been described as homogeneous and hyperattenuating compared with its surrounding renal parenchyma (1) . However, such hyperattenuation is nonspecific: Other renal masses, such as metastases, venous infarctions, leiomyomas and 22% of clear cell renal cell carcinomas (CCRCCs) also exhibit this feature on CT images (2, 3) . Patients with lipid-poor AML typically receive unnecessary surgery for suspected renal cell carcinoma (RCC) when a diagnosis is not specifically established prospectively. Various strategies have been proposed to differentiate lipid-poor AML from RCC on the basis of imaging characteristics. These approaches have included attenuation measurement histogram analysis (4-7), analysis of contrast enhancement patterns (3), and chemical-shift magnetic resonance imaging (8) .
A previous study reported that biphasic helical CT imaging may be useful in differentiating lipid-poor AML from RCC, with homogeneous tumor enhancement and prolonged enhancement patterns being the most valuable CT findings (3) . Several studies have attempted to assess the washout characteristics of adrenal and pulmonary lesions on contrast-enhanced CT, and this is suggested to be helpful in differentiating malignant from benign tumors (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . Washout refers to the reduction of the attenuation values of lesions on CT during a variable period subsequent to the intravenous injection of a bolus of contrast material (12) . To the best of our knowledge, no evaluation of the washout characteristics of lipid-poor AML and CCRCC on dynamic contrast-enhanced CT has been reported. The purpose of the present study was to compare the wash-in and washout characteristics of lipid-poor Lipid-poor renal angiomyolipoma: Differentiation from clear cell renal cell carcinoma using wash-in and washout characteristics on contrast-enhanced computed tomography AML and CCRCC, and to assess the potential clinical value of wash-in and washout values on dynamic CT scanning for the differentiation of lipid-poor AML from CCRCC. ] was administered by a power injector at a rate of 3 ml/sec. The scanning protocol included data acquisition in four phases: The unenhanced phase, the corticomedullary phase (30-sec delay following contrast injection), the nephrographic phase (90-sec delay following contrast injection) and the delay phase (5-min delay following contrast injection. The scanning parameters were as follows: Pitch, 0.625; X-ray tube voltage, 120 kV; and tube current, 200-400 mA. The slice thickness of axial and coronal images was 5 mm. Coronal multiplanar reconstruction imaging was routinely performed for the corticomedullary and nephrographic phases.
Materials and methods

Patients
Image analysis. Renal mass enhancement on dynamic CT images was measured on circular, operator-defined regions of interest (ROIs) on the selected image for each cluster at each time point (i.e., from the unenhanced image to the image acquired at 5-min). Each ROI, covering 50-80% of the tumor surface area, was examined. Large ROIs were selected in order to incorporate solid-appearing parts of a tumor, and to exclude obvious cystic or necrotic areas.
From the mean Hounsfield unit (HU) value in each ROI of the renal mass on the dynamic and delayed CT scans, the peak enhancement attenuation value, net enhancement attenuation value (wash-in), enhancement ratio, and absolute and relative loss of enhancement (washout value and washout ratio) were calculated. The wash-in value was calculated by subtracting the pre-enhancement attenuation value from peak enhancement attenuation value. Washout value was calculated by subtracting the attenuation value at 5-min from peak enhancement attenuation value. Washout ratio was calculated as follows: 1 -(attenuation value at 5-min / peak enhancement attenuation value) x 100%.
Threshold values were retrospectively used to define different types of time-attenuation curves: Type A with wash-in <70 HU and any washout; type B with persistent enhancement (no washout); type C with wash-in ≥70 HU and washout >50 HU; and type D with wash-in ≥70 HU and washout ≤50 HU.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (version 10.0; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical analyses of the differences between each enhancement characteristic in lipid-poor AMLs and CCRCCs were performed with the Mann-Whitney U test. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to evaluate the usefulness of the unenhanced CT attenuation, net enhancement and washout values as markers for differentiating CCRCCs from AMLs. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was calculated, and ranged from 0.5 to 1.0, increasing when diagnostic performance approached that of the reference standard (in this study, determination of CCRCCs). The χ 2 test or Fisher's exact test were used to analyze statistically significant time-attenuation curve differences between lipid-poor AML and CCRCC. Two-sided tests were used and P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.
Results
Of the 83 renal masses, 49 (59.0%) proved to be CCRCCs and 34 (41.0%) proved to be lipid-poor AMLs. The mean diameter of the renal masses was 4.6±2.2 cm (range, 1.5-10.0 cm; median, 4.5 cm). The mean attenuation value of lipid-poor AMLs (mean 37.8±14.8 HU; range 6.7-58.0 HU) on unenhanced CT scans was significantly higher than that of CCRCCs (mean 30.9±7.4; range 15.8-48.9 HU) (Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.003). The ROC analysis result revealed an AUC of 0.674 using the attenuation value on unenhanced CT scans for differentiating CCRCCs from lipid-poor AMLs. The threshold of ≤37 HU determined for the attenuation value on unenhanced CT scans was associated with a sensitivity of 78.7% and specificity of 62.5%.
Early enhancement CT and wash-in of contrast material.
The characteristics of the enhancement dynamics of renal masses on early phase contrast-enhanced CT are summarized in Table I . The net enhancement attenuation (wash-in) of the 34 lipid-poor ALMs on early contrast-enhanced CT scans was 70.9±43.4 HU, and enhancement ratio was 62.8±19.2% (Fig. 1) . The net enhancement attenuation (wash-in) of the 49 CCRCCs on enhanced CT scans was 96.2±35.6 HU, and enhancement ratio was 73.7±9.3% (Fig. 2 ). Significant differences were observed between lipid-poor AMLs and CCRCCs with regard to the net enhancement attenuation (wash-in) (Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.001) and enhancement ratio (Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.010) on contrast-enhanced CT scans. The ROC analysis yielded an AUC of 0.722 for the use of wash-in for differentiating CCRCCs from lipid-poor AMLs. The threshold value of ≥84 HU determined for wash-in was associated with sensitivity of 61.7% and specificity of 81.2%. (Figs. 1 and 2 ). The ROC analysis result revealed an AUC of 0.639 for the use of washout to differentiate CCRCCs from lipid-poor AMLs. The threshold value of ≥40 HU determined for washout was associated with a sensitivity of 61.7% and specificity of 62.5%.
Delayed contrast-enhanced CT
Types of time-attenuation curves.
The most common type of time-attenuation curve for CCRCCs was type C (≥70 HU wash-in and >50 HU washout) (20/49 lesions; 40.8%), whilst for lipid-poor ALMs, type A (<70 HU wash-in and any washout) was the most common (14/ (Table II) .
Discussion
Solid renal masses lacking macroscopic fat remain a diagnostic dilemma. Various strategies have been proposed to differentiate lipid-poor AML from RCC on the basis of imaging characteristics (4-8). In the current study, the results indicated that the combination of wash-in and washout characteristics on contrast-enhanced multi-detector row CT may be useful for the differentiation of CCRCC from lipid-poor AML. The definition of lipid-poor AML is generally established on the basis of findings on unenhanced CT scans; however, such tumors are actually observed to have intratumoral fat upon microscopic examination (4) . Previous studies reported that high tumor attenuation in the unenhanced phase may be a finding specific to lipid-poor AML (4, 14, 15) , whereas CCRCC has a lower unenhanced phase attenuation (16) . In the present study, the mean attenuation value of AMLs (37.8±14.8 HU) on unenhanced CT scans was significantly higher than that of CCRCCs (mean, 30.9±7.4 HU) (Mann-Whitney U test, P=0.003). The ROC analysis showed that the AUC is 0.674 using the attenuation value on unenhanced CT scans for differentiating CCRCCs from AMLs.
Multiphasic contrast enhancement is another method that researchers have proposed for the differentiation of lipid-poor AML from RCC. However, previous studies have produced variable results (3, 16) , thus limiting the utility of this approach. These conflicting results may predominantly stem from the different subtypes of RCC, which exhibit varying enhancement patterns. A previous study has also demonstrated that Table II . Patterns of nodule enhancement at early and delayed enhancement computed tomography. homogeneous enhancement and a prolonged enhancement pattern were the most valuable CT findings for differentiating lipid-poor AML from RCC (3). In the current study, in general, CCRCCs tended to enhance substantially more than lipid-poor AMLs. Net enhancement attenuation (wash-in) of CCRCCs on early contrast-enhanced CT scans was higher than that of AMLs (96.2 vs. 70.9 HU, P=0.001). The ROC analysis revealed an AUC of 0.722 using net enhancement attenuation (wash-in) for differentiating CCRCCs from lipid-poor AMLs. Using a cut-off value of 84 HU net enhancement, the 
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diagnostic sensitivity for CCRCCs is 61.7%, and specificity is 81.2%. The washout of contrast enhancement on 5-min contrast-enhanced CT scans was also higher in CCRCCs than in lipid-poor AMLs (48.3 vs. 35.8 HU, P=0.037). The ROC analysis result showed AUC is 0.639 using washout of contrast enhancement on 5-min contrast-enhanced CT scans for differentiating CCRCCs from lipid-poor AMLs. Using a cut-off value of 40 HU net enhancement, the diagnostic sensitivity for CCRCCs is 61.7% and specificity is 62.5%. The biological basis for the observed differences in wash-in and washout characteristics between CCRCCs and lipid-poor AMLs may be postulated as follows. The bio-distribution of nonspecific contrast medium is determined by the relative level of vascular perfusion of different tissues and their capillary permeability (12) . The majority of malignant tumors have a high level of vascular perfusion and a large extracellular space, which would contribute to intense enhancement in early enhanced CT scans (12) . As for the majority of AMLs, distorted blood vessel and blood sinusoids would contribute to the retention of contrast medium in delay enhanced CT scans (15) . This explanation may apply to CCRCCs with intense enhancement and larger washout than lipid-poor AMLs on multiphasic contrast-enhanced CT scans.
In conclusion, the differential diagnosis of CCRCCs and lipid-poor AMLs may be achieved using wash-in and washout characteristics on contrast-enhanced CT. Larger wash-in and washout values of contrast enhancement are predictors that a lesion is CCRCC. However, the sensitivity and specificity of the dynamic CT in the current study were not high enough; thus, further studies, particularly involving multivariate analysis, are required.
